Editor's Introduction trygve thront veit economic, social, and intellectual domination of one group or groups by another or others.
Thus, for Hamilton, freedom is power and power is representation without domination. He suggests several institutional innovations intended to enhance the national voice of local communities and the country's large poor population, as well as to ensure regular constitutional review and encourage necessary constitutional reforms. As the symposium's diverse contributors make clear, Hamilton's theory, analysis, and prescriptions are all provocative. But whether persuaded by Hamilton or his critics, readers committed to the Civic Studies enterprise should note his ultimate goal, which is neither to tie representatives more directly to their constituents' demands nor to help them identify an objective or aggregate national interest. Rather, it is to create and preserve spaces in which ideas can compete and interests evolve to challenge both individual and institutional prejudices-not once and for all, but continuously and indefinitely.
If the Hamilton symposium recalls the concerns that originated the Civic Studies field, the First Annual Civic Game Design contest reported in this issue gestures toward the diversity and innovation that characterizes the field currently and seems likely to do so in future. Of course, as contest organizers Joshua A. Miller, Sarah Shugars, and Daniel Levine write, the impulse behind it can be traced back to John Dewey's insistence that democracy is as much a system of habits-a way of life-as a form of government, and thus rewards practical reinforcement in daily life. Above all, this kind of democracy-democracy as a constant process of civic inquiry and renewal-regularly requires citizens to ask and answer the question, "What should we do?" That question demands reflection on the goals and capacities of oneself, of one's fellow citizens, and of both together, under whatever particular circumstances obtain at the moment. In short, it is analogous to a game, not in the sense of a trifling distraction but in the sense of a structured social activity combining competition and cooperation. After all, even the most competitive games require a collective assent to and interpretation of rules and procedures. Why not design games to hone other, more explicitly interpersonal, problem-solving skills?
Both the contest organizers and the winning designers took that challenge seriously. More important, they identified others that reflect Dewey's appreciation for the way our spheres of activity interpenetrate. Along with teaching a civic skill, write the organizers, a game can raise awareness of a civic issue; produce a civic experience; promote a civic cause; and encourage engagement in another civic activity. Indeed, perhaps the ideal civic game would not merely achieve all five goals, but remind players that their individual capacities, knowledge, and experiences are mutually constitutive, not only of one another, but of the moral and social universe they inhabit. That might sound geeky, but it would be a serious win for civic life.
